• *50% harder film than other industry-leading finishes.
• Less scuffing.
• Less scratching.
• Longer-lasting shine and durability.
• Less burnishing.
Drive down your floor maintenance cost with Hard As Nails™ floor finish.

All facilities are being pressured to reduce staff and maintenance time, but management expects the same or higher level of appearance. If you have less time to spend buffing and burnishing floors, then Hard As Nails™ is the answer!

Hard As Nails™ is the finish for schools, universities and retail facilities faced with reduced staffing. Hard As Nails™ extends stripping and top scrub cycles by preventing dirt penetration which leads to traffic patterns and yellow-looking floors.

- *50% harder film than other industry-leading finishes.*
- Less scuffing.
- Less scratching.
- Longer-lasting shine and durability.
- Less burnishing.

* Koening Pendulum Hardness Tester

This information is presented based on our research which we believe to be correct and objective. No guarantee is expressed or implied. Vectra™ is a trademark of SC Johnson. Iron Stone® is a registered trademark of Butcher’s. Citation® is a registered trademark of Buckeye International, Inc.
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